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Free your mind 

Creative particle accelerator 
With the new mosaic planning tool, Agrob Buchtal expands the 

horizon for architects and interior designers with an infinite number 

of solutions in shape, color and size. 

 

The digital service creates free space for new ideas and convinces with 

an excellent user experience thanks to its intuitive, almost playful 

handling. A tool with which Agrob Buchtal revolutionizes the ancient art of 

mosaic and brings it to new life. 

 

By entering the desired basic parameters such as dimensions of the 

mosaic surface, selection of product series, tile format and grout color, 

individual color gradients or color mixtures can be generated 

automatically. Depending on the size, the desired design is generated in 

the shortest possible time and made visible on the screen. 

 

103,968 mosaic tiles of 1 x 1 centimeter each are required, for example, 

for an area of 3 x 6 meters - digitally arranged and shaped in a flash. 

There is no limit to the size, which makes the Mosaic Designer from 

Agrob Buchtal a creative accelerator, especially in the design of 

swimming pools and wellness facilities, restaurants, hotels, schools and 

public areas such as subway stations. A first large-scale project is 

already being planned. 

 

The three mosaic series Loop, Fresh and Plural are available for 

selection, which are ideally suited as pure color system series without 

surfaces such as wood, concrete, marble or similar and offer a wide 

range of tonal values for the design. Each design can be saved as a 

project or immediately sent to Agrob Buchtal as an inquiry. 

 

In addition to graphic gradients and color mixes, Mosaic Designer can 

http://www.agrob-buchtal.de/
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also implement individual motifs. By Upload function pictures and photos 

can be simply uploaded directly. 
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